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A.n A.nU-Sm.oke La_. 
The legislature of MaMlLChusetts, at its la.st lIEl8&ion, 

enacted the following law relatmg to the prevention of 
smoke: 

"In cities of over 800,000 inhabitants, no perBOn"hall, 
after the first day of July, in the year 1B9J, use bitu
minous coal for the purpose of makiDgsteam in boilers 
in any building, unless th furnace in whitJh said coal 
is burned is so built, managed, arranged, or equipped 
that at least 75 per ent of th moke from said coal is 
consumed or oth rwiae prevented (Tom entering the 
atmosphere, the degr03 of suppression being determined 
by the quantit.y of su(;h smoke emitted, as shown by 
the density and color of the i88uing smoke, and the 
length of time which it is visible, the maximum sta.nd
a.rd of comparison being a continuous discharge of 
dense, dark smoke during the ltime the f� is in 
active operationY 

.. ... ." 

lULL Elf GINES. 
The Ulustration represents a pair of high-pressure 

non-condensing reversing mill engines, as constructed 
by GaUowa.y!!, Limited, Manchester, for Messrs. Leach, 
Flower & Co., of the Melyn Tin Plate Works, Briton 
Ferry. and shown in the Engi'neer. These engines 

'ei,ntific !mericlL 
VolaUUt,. of DIe ..... 

Interesting experiments with the electric fnma.cea.re, 
88.ys Natwre, de8lJrlbed by M. Moi_ in the enrrent 
number of the (Jomptes Rend.w. By attaching to the 
to ace a condensing tubeof copper shaped like the 
letter U, and 80 constructed a.s to be stlJ"rounded by an 
outer jacket of cold water constantly changing under 
high pressure, M. Moi88an ha.s been enabed to distill 
and condense most of the elements which have hitherto 
been found so refractory. "When a piece of metallic 
copper, weighing over a hundred grammes, wa.s placed 
in the inner crucible of the furnace and subjected to 
the arc furnished by a current of 850 amperes. brilliant 
IJames shot forth from the apertures through which 
the carbon terminals were inserted. The flames were 
accompanied by copious yellow fumes, due to the com
bustion of the issuing vapor of copper in contact with 
the oxygen of the air. After the expiration of five 
minutes nearly thirty grammes of copper had been 
volatilized. Under the coverof the furnace an annular 
deposit of globules of metallic copper wa.s found, and 
upon examination of the condensing tube a large pro
portion of the volatilized copper was discovered con
densed in almost a pure state. 

It ha.s long been known that silver is volatile; it is 
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limate of a deep purple color. Manganese is remark
ably volatile. A quantity of the metal weighing four 
hunched Igrammes entirely volatilizes in ten minutes. 
Iron is likewise readily distilled, and is deposited in 
the fonn of a gray powder, among which are inter
spersed numerous small particles exhibiting brilliant 
surfaces. 

Not only are the metals capable of distillation at the. 
temperature of the electric a.rc. Silicon rapidly vola
tilizes and condenses in the copper condensing tube in 
minute spheres and dust. Carbon becomes almost im
mediately converted to graphite, which distills over 
into the condenser and deposits in the form of light 
semi-transparent plates, which hy transmitted light 
exhibit a beautiful chestnut color. Distille� carbon 
would thus appear to consist of the fourth variety of 
the element recently del!Cribed by M. Berthelot. The 
refractory alkaline earths,appear also to be capable of 
distillation in the electric furnace. The experiment 
succeeds best. however, with a more powerful arc. Em 
ploying a.n are furnished by a current of a thollillmd 
amperes, M. Moissan has distilled one bundred grammes 
of lime in five minutes, the vapor condensing in the 
copper tube like fine flour. Magnesia passes over some
what more slowly than lime, but its distillation is ow 

ROLLING MILL ENGINES, MEL YN TIN PLATE WORKS. 

embody the results of the very large experience 
which the makers have had in supplying machinery 
for the tin plate trade and rolling mill purposes gener
ally. The engines in question have cylinders 40 in. 
bore and 4: ft. 6 in. stroke, the main shaft has a. sin
gle-sweep crank for one cylinder, the other cylinder 
being conneeted to a crank pin secured in a disk at 
the end of the shaft, this disk being arrangpd to 
balance the connecting rods of both engines, as well 
as the sweep crank, so eonstituting a very simple and 
emcient form of connection to the mill The valve 
gear, as will be seen, is on Joy's system, which lends 
itself admirably to the type of engine here illustrated. 
The platform is so arranged that the man handling 
the engine looks direct to the rolls, and. ha.s under 
his immediate control the reversing gear, steam stop 
valve, regulating valve, wa.ste water valvea, aod the 
lubrication of the s� ��linders. 

..... � .... 
Nat.ral Water Plp_ 

A curious phenomenon bas been diseovered near 
Eddy, New Merico. In Dark Canyon. about three 
m1Jes from Eddy, a number of tunnels were run in 

.order to tap stree.ws of water to get a supply for the 
waterwork& The water.wa.s found running in small 
natural pipAll, made by the deposit of lime from the 
water. The whole space cut 11y the tunnels wa.s found 
to be perforated with these lime pipes. 

now found that at the temperature of a.n o.rc of the 
above description silver may be brought to full ebulli
tion ina few moments, and it distills with ease, condens
ing in the copper condenser in the form of globules, 
whose size varies from that of small shot to spherules 
of microscopic dimensions, and a. certain proportion is 
usually deposited in the form of arborescent fragments. 
Platinum fuses in a few minutes, and very Boon after 
commences to volatilize, and condenees in the U-tube 
in brilliant little spheres and fine dust. Aluminum 
distills very readily, and condenses in the form of a 
gray powder, containing admixed spherulesexhibiting 
brilliant metallic luster. Tin likewise distills with fa
cility, and the condnesed product UB1l&lly contains a 
considerable proportion of a curious fibrous variety of 
the metal. The distillation of gold in the eJectric fur
nace is particularly interesting. Abundaqt �um88 of a 
light yellow�sh-green color-are emitted at t�·electrode 
apertures, and the metal is depoelted in tlte ooodenser 
in the fonn a powder, exhibiting a beautitnl purple 
.. heen. The powder eoneist80f minute MgnIarsphel'et!, 
which, when enmined under the microscope, �ppear 
to refteet the usual.yellow color of gold. Upon the under 
aide of the cover of the furnace three distinct annular 
deposits are ob�1'Ved, the inner one consi8ting of yellow 
globules of considerable size, round which is a metallic 
dep08it of smaller spheres of such a size as to reflect a 
bright red tint, and outside this is IUl annulal' sab-
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of the prettiest of these remarkable experiments, the 
tints assumed by the escaping fumes and the brilliance 
of the incandel!Cent vapor being particularly striking. 

Illustrations of the electric furnace and other inter
esting particulars will be found in the SCIENTIFIC 
AHBRICAN for May 18, 18118, and in our SUPPLBlIBNT, 
NOB. 896, 001, 904, 005. 

A. Lotio .. , Year. 
The Department of Agricultur� has Bent out eJmu

lars making inquiries over a wide extent of territory 
regarding the "seventeen"year locusts," which have 
made an appearance this year' in eight States of the 
Union. The object of the department is to ascertain 
accurately the limits of the areas occupied" by the in

sects. There are twenty-two known broods of them, 
ana the� .turn up in different yeo.rs in various parts of 
the codbtry. Thongh to some extent the infested 
territorieS' overlap, each brood comes out of the 
ground only once in sevenU>en years. Strictly epeak
tng, tbe inBectB are not locusts, but cieadm. Bome 
yea.rs ago it was fJOught to introduce these insects 811 an 
article of diet; but the experiments in that Urection 
did not promise· success. Clearing of land has done 
muoh to diminish the number of thetle creatures; but 
their most destructive foe is the English sparrow, 
which drope every other kind of food and foods OD 

them exclusively when it has the opportunity. 
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